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SUPPLEMENT
MAY A odk BE CALLED TO READ dpei xihtn?
As a odk, I believed that because the one being called to read dpei xihtn first receives the
third dilr, the one reserved for a l`xyi, I was ineligible to ever read that dxhtd, as well
as the ones read on a xeaiv ziprz, including a`a dryz. I was quite surprised to come
across the following paragraph in dicaer oefg, mixetikd mei, written by former Chief
Sephardic Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, l"f, in the section entitled: mixetikd mei ly dgpn zltz:

Translation: A Kohain who was the successful bidder for the right to read Maftir Yona during Tefilas
Mincha of Yom Kippur, because he yearns for and his soul desires to read Maftir Yona, has a basis to
assert that he should be permitted to read the Haftorah. He should ask the Gabbai to call him to the
Torah as follows: Although he is a Kohain, he should step forward to read the Maftir Aliya.
Rabbi Yosef adds the following footnote:
Translation: In the Teshuvot known as Ta’Alumas Leib,
3rd Volume (p. 96a) an issue was brought to his attention
and he responded that since the Kohain was called, he may
read, based on the Teshuvos known as Mishpat Tzedek
Vol. 2 (Paragraph 65) wherein the Mishpat Tzedek gave
his consent to the rabbi of the city who was a Kohain to
receive the third Aliya on a public fast day, during which the
Thirteen Attributes of G-d were read. The Rabbi cited as
support the decision of Rav Yehudai Gaon to allow a groom
who was a Lavi to receive the third Aliya because in that
situation it is happening publicly, so it is treated differently.
Similarly, in our situation, it is done publicly since he
proceeds to read Maftir Yona. I also saw it written in the
commentary of the Gaon, R. Plaggi in Sefer Chayim
(Pargraph 9 and paragraph 36, subparagraph
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3). We should also consider what the Rtiva wrote in his
commentary to Maseches Kesubos (25a) and the opinion
of my teacher, Rabbi Kook, that a Kohain and a Lavi
are permitted to receive any Aliya as long as the one
calling them to the Torah announces that “although he is
a Kohain, he should step forward to read from the Torah
and although he is a Lavi, etc.,” and we do not concern
ourselves with those who come late and did not hear
because they can ask those around them and they will be
told what occurred. That is how my teacher, z”l,
conducted himself, when two grooms were in synagogue
and both were Kohanim. They were called one after the
other. For each it was announced “although he is a
Kohain, he should step forward and read.” He himself
would be called to receive the third Aliya (after the Lavi)
and the Gabbai would announce “even though he is a
Lavi.” So too we find in the Shittah Mikubetzet
(Kesubos 25a) and so wrote the Meiri (Gittin 59b).
This is what he wrote: now it is customary to call a Lavi
for any of the Aliyos as long as it is announced first:
“although he is a Lavi let him step forward.” So too the
Baal Itur wrote in the end of Hilchos Hallel page 95
that it is permitted to call two Kohanim, one after the
other, as long as the Gabbai announces: “let the Kohain
step forward in place of the Lavi.”
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